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ABSTRACT: 

The talk proved to be very inspiring and motivating for all the students. Prof. Nasir Memon 
started the talk with an insight to NYU polytechnic institute, the major technical events and research 
facilities and programs going on. He then gave a brief introduction forensics and the differences 
between analog forensics and digital forensics. At the end there was a Q&A round which was a very 
informative session and inquisitive student actively participated in this session and all the queries were 
answered.  
 
SPEAKER’S PROFILE: 

Prof. Nasir Memon is a professor in the Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering at NYU Polytechnic School of Engineering and director of the Information Systems and 
Internet Security (ISIS) laboratory. He is one of the founding members of the Center for Interdisciplinary 
Studies in Security and Privacy (CRISSP), a collaborative initiative of multiple schools within NYU 
including NYU-Steinhardt, NYU-Wagner, NYU-Stern and NYU-Courant. His research interests include 
digital forensics, biometrics, data compression, network security and security and human behavior. He 
earned a Bachelor of Engineering in Chemical Engineering and a Master of Science in Mathematics 
from Birla Institute of Technology and Science (BITS) in Pilani, India. He received a Master of Science in 
Computer Science and a PhD in Computer Science from the University of Nebraska.  

 
Prof. Memon has published over 250 articles in journals and conference proceedings and holds a 

dozen patents in image compression and security. He has won several awards including the Jacobs 
Excellence in Education award and several best paper awards. He is an IEEE Fellow and a distinguished 
lecturer of the IEEE Signal Processing Society. Memon is the co-founder of Digital Assembly and Vivic 
Networks, two early-stage start-ups in NYU-Poly's business incubators. 
 
LECTURE SUMMARY: 

Prof. Memon told us about all the initiatives Of NYU Polytechnic. He also shared the basics of 
forensics and the use of it nowadays. He explained why it is a hard subject and an important one too. He 
discussed the key challenges in this line of work. He discussed the various developments in this field and 
the different methodologies developed in recent times. One of the most fascinating was the Group 
testing method. Once to test an army of soldiers for syphilis this method was used. Since this method of 
testing blood was very expensive, blood from a group of 100 soldiers was collectively tested for syphilis. 
If it tested positive then it was divided into smaller groups and again tested. If it tested negative then all 
the 100 soldiers were tested negative. He uses this principle in Digital Image forensics. He also explained 
the importance of social media platforms in providing images and information that might be useful. 
Around 50 students attended the talk. Overall it was an informative talk for students and motivated 
them into this field of work. 


